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About This Game

Do you miss the times when games were not holding your hand? When they did not forgive mistakes and controls and rules
were clear and simple to learn? YES? So you miss the 90s! Then prepare to travel back in time. As a cosmic marine Red
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Madson shoot, jump and kill the aliens who were so stupid to attack your base. Find the exit in 14 wide levels and get back to
Earth.

Too Angry To Space encourages you to sit back, relax and get ready for some classic 2D side-scrolling action reinvented and
reimagined! With its clever blend of platforming trickery and old-school pixel-perfect jump’n’fun, lock-and-load and embark on
a dangerous mission to defend your base… Mission objective: kill robots, destroy enemies, kill more robots, survive and escape!

Here you will find pure action without a post-rpg bullshit like leveling the hero or sneaking around.

Simple controls which allow you to play with just one hand. In the second one you can hold a beer (or soda if you are a
minor).

Level of difficulty which requires skill but allows you to acquire them as the game goes on. You don’t have to
remember to save your progress – the game does it for you, but if you die too many times, you will be punished.

100% oldschool from 90s in graphics and also in gameplay.

160 different rooms on 14 levels.

4 types of weapons with 2 modes of use.

Parental controls - you can turn off the profanities and give this game to your children if you want.
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Title: Too Angry to Space
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AK84C
Publisher:
AK84C
Release Date: 8 Aug, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: i3 or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 3000 or higher

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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too angry to space

Amazingly sweet game that the developer clearly has put a lot of heart into.. Short, and very light on information. It's one of
those documentories you could watch half asleep and still keep up with.

If you're not too new here on the internet, there probably isn't much you can learn from this. However, it is a nice short film
regardless.

I enjoyed it. It is strangly gripping.. https://youtu.be/UF93EGiy6ZE

Despite the numerous systems at play here, they lack the connective tissue to hook players. While the rotational match three is
more limiting than traditional sliding.. EDITED

I'm going to be frank and say this game is not perfect. It's far from it, and it really should be labelled as Early Access. Putting
this game on an arbitrary ten point scale, I'd score it around a 3. I originally gave this game a down vote, and I do strongly urge
potential buyers to do their own research and know what you're getting in to.

However, the concept alone is something fresh and is a breath of fresh air on Steam. The developer also keeps a close ear on the
forums and is taking the criticism and suggestions offered to heart. As long as the developer keeps putting in the effort to fix
things, they'll have my confidence.. Very confusing not fun at all dont recommend dont buy it
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One of the best TBS in Steam, continues traditions of most popular and successful game in series - HOMM 3. Of course it have
several lacks, but also contains high amount of improvements.
Good things:
+Amazing soundtrack
+Random map generator
+Good graphics and design (still looks very nice, best cities in series of HOMM)
+Nice gameplay
+Different races with different game mechanics, 2 kind of upgrades for creatures, nice magic and skill systems.
+Little nice fixes that makes playing more comfortable (caravans and etc)
+Good interface
+A lot of different maps with different balance
Bad things:
-Official servers was closed
-In this add-on not very long and interesting story campaign, previous was better (IMHO of course)
-Traditional series problem with bugs an dis-balance (could be fixed with tournament patch-mode likewise HOMM 3)
In sum: it's very nice game.. purchase didnt go well stinks so far
. This is the next big thing in gaming. Jogo muito bacana, estratégia, você tem que desbravar os mares, conquistando e atacando
os navios rivais. Olha, é simples pra caramba viu, os desafios são bem feras, :D ! Depende a partida, demora, o que é ótimo.
Recomendo !. I've enjoyed the Airport Madness series and own each release, each one get's better and better. This release
continues that history of improving the game experience. It's not designed to be a simulator, it's definately a game and does not
follow the rules of air seperation so if you're looking for something other than entertainment, you'll not find any level of realism
here.

The dev team is VERY responsive and open to comments and suggestions, a great team! Giving this a BIG thumbs up!. yay, i
bought this pack 2 days ago, because i missed the one from the code-> now its free. lucky me i guess x)
anyways, was not that much, its completely fine to invest something in this great game. i just LOVE it. "They tell me it's a suicide
mission. I intend to prove them wrong.” 

I still have vivid memories how, on that fateful day in 2010, the delivery truck pulled up at my home with this game deep
within. No ordinary truck, this one was holy white, and the gold delivery logo sparkled like a thousand suns, reflected through
shards of the purest ice formed with unadulterated water collected at the beginning of the universe.

The driver, clad in a robe, coloured in the softest and purest white I have ever laid eyes upon, floated towards me on a cool fog
of a hundred fire extinguishers. He smiled benevolently, like a father looking down upon his only child, and handed me a
package wrapped in gold, beaten thin to the point where you could see through it.

As I touched the package, our eyes met and my soul was filled with an unearthly serenity, never felt before in my short and
humble life. Suddenly we were standing in space, surrounded by the debris of countless destroyed ships and asteroids.

At the far distance was a gigantic black hole and I knew with every fibre of body, that this was the destination I had to reach to
fulfil my mission. The next moment we were back on Earth, and I did not have to sign, because this angelic being could see
within my heart, and knew that – as paragon of the good – I was pure.

Upon opening the package, an angelic choir started to sing, and reached a crescendo as I placed the DVD into the drive of my
PC. Instantly, my antiquated equipment transformed into the latest state of the art technical marvel.

The game knew where to go, and installed itself within a blink of an eye into the right folder without any help from me – all the
while, the choir sang praises to the almighty digital god. With trepidation, I clicked on the ‘play the game’ button, and was
instantly immersed in one of the most impressive action role-playing games I have ever played, with a brilliant atmosphere and
memorable companions, all within the framework of a fantastic science fiction setting.

Amusing quotes:

“What could I possibly be suggesting? I mean, a young woman gets rescued by a dashing commander who lets her join his crew and
then goes off to save the galaxy? How could she possibly develop any kind of interest in him?”
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“Doesn't matter who you are - you got a gun in your face, chances are good you'll do what the other man says. Only two types don't
buckle at that point: trained killers and psychopaths. Lot of people can't tell the difference.”

Achievements:

The game has no Steam achievements.. Nice and very funny game at the best price ever!
Recomended
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